The mixed raster content (MRC) imaging model represents compound images as a superposition of layers. The model is very efficient for representing sharp text and graphics onto a background, but, since the mask layer is binary, it is difficult to deal with scanned data and soft edges. The edge transitions dont fully belong to the foreground neither to the background, and cause some "halo" to the object edges using the MRC model. We present a method to detect segmented soft edges and a method to correct and sharpen the image within the MRC model. An improved data filling algorithm for the redundat regions is also presented. The original "softness" and relative position of the edges are estimated and we present a method to attempt to recreate the edge softness effect at the decoder.
INTRODUCTION
Compound or mixed documents are bitmaps containing a mix of text, graphics and pictures. These compound documents often challenge traditional compression mechanisms, which are generally developed with a particular image type and application in mind. The mixed raster content (MRC) imaging model [1] - [3] , has been proposed as a multi-layer multiresolution representation of a compound document. The basic 3-layer MRC model represents a color image as two color image layers (Foreground or FG and Background or BG) and a binary image layer (Mask). The Mask layer describes how to reconstruct the final image from the FG/BG layers, i.e. to use the corresponding pixel from the FG or BG layers when the mask pixel is 1 or 0, respectively, in that position. An illustration of the imaging model is shown in Fig. 1 . The foreground plane is essentially poured through the mask plane onto the background plane. The basic 3-layer model is MRC's most common form. The imaging model, however is composed of basic elementary plane pairs: FG+Mask. The FG layer is imaged onto a BG layer through the mask plane composing a new background image. Another foreground layer can be imaged onto this new background through another mask plane and the process can be repeated several times, thus allowing for multiple layers. Once the original single-resolution image is decomposed into layers, each layer can be processed and compressed using different algorithms. The image processing operations can include a resolution change or color mapping. Layers may contain different dimensions and have offsets associated with them. The com- * This work was supported by HP Brasil. pression algorithm and resolution used for a given layer would be matched to the layer's content, allowing for improved compression while reducing distortion visibility. The compressed layers are then packaged in a format, such as TIFF-FX [4] or as an ITU-T MRC [2] data stream for delivery to the decoder. MRC has been proposed and/or accepted for several standards [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , as well as been used in several products [6] - [9] .
Each layer (FG or BG) may contain unused pixels, since final pixels in some positions will be selected from the other layer. Thus, these pixels can be replaced by any color in order to enhance compression. This is the function of the preprocessor as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Given the pre-processors, the segmenter function is that of finding a binary mask for a given input, from which the pre-processor can derive the output layers based on the input image. The problem of data filling over the redundant (unused) data to enhance compression has been studied in [10] . IN this work we assume the mask layer has been given. 
THE PROBLEM WITH SOFT EDGES
MRC uses a binary selector plane (mask) and therefore is suitable to represent text and graphics with sharp edges. In this way, the imaged text has about the same shape and size as that in the mask plane. When the image is scanned, the edges of text and graphics are not as sharp and we refer to them as "soft edges." Since, the selector plane is binary and the edge transitions are gradual, it is not possible to contain all the background in one plane and all the foreground in another. An illustration is shown in Fig. 3 , where a soft edge is depicted in Fig. 3 (a) along with the sharp corresponding mask (in dotted lines). The mask determines what is BG or FG. Note that the transition is included in both planes. If, in the BG plane, we replace the parts corresponding to FG with the average of the BG plane for increased compression [10] , we would not end up with a flat line, but with a spike as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Same thing occurs with the FG plane in Fig. 3(c) .
The effect in images is that of a halo around the text as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this figure, it is shown zoomed portions of the original scanned image, its corresponding mask, and the associated FG and BG planes. Note the halo around the text in the FG/BG planes. This effect is very damaging to compression. Furthermore, since it occurs inside the "useful" region, we cannot do much in this regard using only data filling techniques.
The halo can be more pronounced in the BG or FG plane depending on how the mask was found. For example, one might want to include the whole letters in the foreground. In this case, the FG plane will contain a strong halo but none would be present in the BG plane.
REMOVING THE SOFT TRANSITIONS
Since the halo cannot be removed with data filling, we are forced to change the data itself. In effect, removing the halo artificially is equivalent to changing the original image itself to make transitions sharper. We recall that we assume the mask plane is given and it is not supposed to be changed. We cannot assume that all image edges can cause the problem, nor that all masks transitions are subject to cause halo in scanned material. The effect occurs when transition of the masks coincides with the edges of the image. This means that a sharp mask transition is used to model a soft image transition, thus causing the halo. Hence, the first step is to find where the mask transitions coincide with the neighbourhoods of the image edges. Our approach is to find the image edges using a simple Sobel operator. The edge is dilated by D1 × D1 in order to mark a neighbourhood. The mask transition edges can also be dilated by D2 × D2, forming another neighbourhood. The pixels where the two dilated edges (mask and image) coincide are marked as possible processing targets. Let E be the set of pixel locations composing this intersection region. Fig. 5(a) shows the original scanned image while Fig. 5(b) shows its corresponding mask plane. The map of the coinciding edges is shown in Fig. 5(c) .
The next step is to find pixels which are supposed to cause the halo effect. Let F and B represent the pixel positions where the mask indicates foreground or background respectively. We compute averages as
We mark any pixel in the edge region whose gray level is far apart from its region average, i.e.
where ε is a tolerance value. For the images in Fig. 5(a)-(c) , and for ε = 24 (out of 256 gray levels), the map of the pixels to be processed, i.e. C = CBG ∪ CF G, is shown in Fig. 5(d) .
In order to clean up the edge spots, we replace the values of the pixels in CF G by mF G and the values of the pixels in CBG by mBG. The result is shown in Fig. 6 , where we can note how sharp the transitions are. Note that the process is not 
ITERATIVE PLANE FILLING
It is clear that the final bitmap will be images according to the MRC model so that pixels in F are those from the FG and the pixels in B are picked from the BG. Therefore, pixels in B in the FG plane can be replaced by anything to enhance compression [11] , [10] . Same occurs for pixels in F in the BG plane. There are many methods for the replacement (datafilling). One simple example was the average, which was used in the example in Fig. 4 . We propose a new way to do data filling which we describe next.
Let I0 be the starting FG image plane. In our case, it is the sharper processed image, with the pixels in B replaced by mF G. Also, letĨn be the compressed and decompressed version of In using a given coder at a target bit rate. If we plan to use a wavelet coder,Ĩn can be approximated as:
where W denotes de Wavelet transform of 5 or 6 levels, round(.) is a rounding operator, and Q is a step size to quantize the wavelet coefficients. It is expected to use quite large Q numbers, like those that would yield very high compression ratios. Then, for n = 0 untill n = ν, where ν limits the number of cycles to the maximum of let us say 3 or 4, we compute
We stop the loop either after ν cycles or when Resulting image after pre-processing, MRC decomposition, compression, reconstruction, and edge softening.
where ζ is some tolerance number, i.e. it stops when the filling in the replaceable region converges.
The same process applies to the BG plane, replacing foreground by background notation and vice-versa. Processed planes are shown in Fig. 7 . In this figure, it is shown the FG plane processed with the above method with and without the edge sharpening pre-processing discussed in Sec.3.. Note how the pre-processing improved the quality of the FG/BG planes.
EDGE SOFTENING
Even though it is not common practice to intentionally blur an image, we believe that, since the image edges were originally soft, it is reasonable to expect that a good compression system would deliver soft edges at the decoder. Since the edges are sharpened to accomodate the mask, in order to recontruct soft edges we have to somehow estimate the transition of the image edges.
If one can send as side nformation the map in C, we can blur only the pixels that belong to C. The result is an image like the one shown in Fig. 8 . In this, the reconstructed image, after pre-processing for sharpening, MRC decomposition, compression and reconstruction, has the appearance similar to the one in Fig. 6 , but after blurring only the pixels in C by a 5 × 5 averaging filter we obtain the image in Fig. 8 . Note how only the edges that were pre-processed were softened. In general, the image is not blurred. The disdavantage of this method is that one has to compress the map, which using most binary image coders would use up to 1% of the original file size (0.3% for color images). If the overall compression is very high the bits spent to encode C might become a problem.
An alternative to sending a full map is to send just a few parameters informing the decoder how soft the edges coinciding with the mask are. In this way the decoder can soften the image around the mask borders. One possibility is to send edge parameters as depicted in Fig. 9 . One parameter is the width of the edge, or how soft the edges are. The other parameter determines the offset of the mask border with the image edges and has to do with the thresholding parameters used to find the mask. Another possibility is to use a linear filter. The encoder has access to the recovered and to the w d Figure 9 . Global edge parameters are its width w and biasing towards BG or FG d.
original unsharpened image. The encoder can find the optimal filter coefficients, for example by least squares, and send all filter parameters to the decoder at a much lower cost than sending the map of C.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed methods to counter balance the effects of soft edges in MRC compression of scanned images. A method to sharpen only the edges that might cause the halo effect was developed. A generic data filling method for the FG/BG planes was also developed. Finally, the reconstructed image edges are re-softened at the decoder. The re-softening can be done by sending a halo location map to the decoder or by estimating the softness of the original image and recreating it at the decoder.
